
Braden Scale Braden Definition DisplayName SNOMED FSN CID SNOMED FSN CID SNOMED FSN_ CID

Baden scale Braden assessment scale
Braden assessment scale 
(assessment scale) 413139004

Braden Scale Topic Braden Definition SNOMED FSN CID SNOMED FSN CID

Pressure sore risk assessment Assessment of pressure sore risk
Pressure sore risk 
assessment (regime/therapy) 225392000

Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Sensory perception
Sensory perception (able to respond 
meaningfully to pressure related discomfort) Sensory perception

Response to pain 
(observable entity) 248240001

Assessment Sensory perception 
Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID

Completely limited sensory 
perception

Unresponsive (does not moan, finch, or grasp)
to painful stimuli, due to diminshed level of 
consciousness or sedation OR limited ability to
feel pian over most of body surface. Completely limited sensory perception Agnosia (finding) 42341009

Very limited sensory perception

Responds only to painful stimuli. Cannot
communicate discomfort except by moaning  
or restlessness OR has a sensory impairment 
which limit the ability to feel pain or discomfort 
over 12 of body. Very limited sensory perception

Limited sensory perception 
(finding) 425403003 Very (qualifier value) 260358002

Slightly limited sensory perception

Responds to verbal commands. Cannot
always communicate discomforts or need to 
be turned OR has some sensory impairment 
which limits ability to feel pain or discomfort in 
1 or 2 extremities. Slighlty limited sensory perception

Limited sensory perception 
(finding) 425403003 Sightly (qualifier value) 425404009

Sensory perception unimpaired 

Responds to verbal commands. Has no
sensory deficit that would limit ability to feel or 
voice pain or discomfort. Sensory perception unimpaired Normal perception (finding) 247700009

Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Moisture Degree to which skin is exposed to moisture Skin moisture
Moistness of skin (observable
entity) 364532007

Assessment Moisture Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID

Constently moist

Skin is kept moist most almost constently by 
persperation, urine, etc. Dampness is detected
everytime patient is moved or turned. Skin consistently moist Moist skin (finding) 16514006

Consistent with (qualifier 
value) 385433004

Very moist
Skin is often, but is not always moist; linen
must be changed at least once a shift Skin very moist Moist skin (finding) 16514006 Very (qualifier value) 260358002

Occasionally moist
Skin is occasionally moist; requiring an extra 
linen change approximately once a day Skin occasionally moist Moist skin (finding) 16514006 Occasional (qualifier value) 84638005

Rarely moist
Skin is usually dry, linen only requires changin
at regular intervals Skin rarely moist Moist skin (finding) 16514006 Rare (qualifier value) 89292003

Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Activity Degree of physical activity Physical activity
Physical activity (observable 
entity) 68130003

Assessment Activity Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID
Bedfast Confined to bed  Bedfast Bed-ridden (finding) 160685001

Walks frequently
Walks outside of room at least twice a day 
and inside room. Walks frequently Able to walk (finding) 282144007 Frequent (qualifier value) 70232002

Walks occasionally
Walks outside of room at least twice a day 
and inside room . Walks occasionally Able to walk (finding) 282144007 Occasional (qualifier value) 84638005

Charifast

Ability to walk severely limited or nonexistent. 
Cannot bear own weight and/or must be 
assisted into chair or wheelchair. Chairfast Confined to chair (finding) 160684002

Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Mobility Ability to control and change body position Mobility

Ability to assume and 
maintain a position 
(observable entity) 249864002

Assessment Mobility Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID

Completely immobile
Does not make even slight changes in body or 
extremity positiojn without assistance Completely mobility Does not mobilize (finding) 302045007

Very limited mobility

Occasional slight changes in body or extremity 
positon but unable to make frequent or 
significant changes independently Very limited mobility Reduced mobility (finding) 8510008 Very (qualifier value) 260358002

Slightly limited mobility
Makes major though slight changes in body or 
extremity position independently Slightly limited mobility Reduced mobility (finding) 8510008 Sightly (qualifier value) 425404009

No limitation
Makes major and frequent changes in position 
without assistance No mobility limitation Able to mobilize (finding) 302042005
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Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Nutrition Nutrition (usual food intake pattern) Nutrition
Nutritional status (observable
entity) 87276001

Assessment Nutrition Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID

Very poor 

Never eats a complete meal. Rarely eats 
more than 1/3 of any food offered. Eats 2 
servicings or less of protein (meat or dairy 
products) per day. Takes fluids poorly. Does 
not take a liquid dietary supplement OR is 
NPO and/or maintained on clear liquids for 
more than 5 days. Very poor nutrition Nutritional finding (finding) 300893006 Very (qualifier value) 260358002 Poor (qualifier) 255351007

Probably inadequate

Rarely eats a complete meal and generally 
eats only about 1/2 of any food offered. 
Protein intake includes only 3 servings of mea
or dairy products per day. Occassionally will 
take a dietary suppliment OR receives less 
than optimum amount of liquid diet or tube 
feeding. Probably inadequate nutrition Nutritional finding (finding) 300893006 Inadequate (qualifier value) 71978007

Adequate

Eats over half of most meals. Eats a total of 4 
servings of protein (meal, dairy products per 
day.) Occasionally will refuse a meal, but will 
usually take a supplement when offerred. OR 
is on a tube feeding or TPN regimen which 
probably meets most of nutritional needs. Adequate nutrition Nutritional finding (finding) 300893006 Adequate (qualifier value) 88323005

Excellent

Eats most of every meal. Never refuses a 
meal. Usually eats a total of 4 or more 
servings of meat and dairy products. 
Occasionally eats between meals. Does not 
require supplimentation. Excellent nutrition Nutritional finding (finding) 300893006 Excellent (qualifier) 425405005

Assessment 
Components_Question Braden Definition

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

SNOMED FSN
Question CID

Friction and shear Friction and sheer
Ability to mobilize 
(observable entity) 301438001

Assessment Friction and Sheer 
Answers SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID SNOMED FSN_Answer CID

Problem

Requires moderate to maximum assistance in 
moving. Complete lifting without sliding agains
sheets is impossible. Frequently sides down in 
bed or chair, requiring frequent repositioning 
with maximum assistance. Spasticity, 
contractures or agitation leads to almost 
constant friction. Friction and sheer problem Does not move in bed (finding) 301684000 Present (qualifier value) 52101004 Problem (finding) 55607006

Potential problem

Moves freebly or requires minimum 
assistance. During a move skin probably slides
to some extent against sheets, chair, restraints
or other devices. Maintains relatively good 
position in chair or bed most of the time but 
occasionally slides down. Friction and sheer potential problem

Difficulty moving up and down 
bed (finding) 301697003

Potentially abnormal (qualifier
value) 394845008 Problem (finding) 55607006

No apparent problem

Moves in bed and in chair independently and 
has sufficient muscle strength to lift up 
completely during move. Maintains good 
position in bed or chair. Friction and sheer no apparent problem

Able to move up and down 
bed (finding) 301693004 Absent (qualifier value) 2667000 Problem (finding) 55607006

Composite Observable Braden Definition SNOMED FSN CID SNOMED FSN CID

Braden score Braden score
Pressure sore index value
(observable entity) 165257007

(Specific questions on the Braden scale 
and their answers have been coded 
because decision support is often driven
from the answers to these questions, 
eg: nutritional consult can be automated 
based upon the score to the question)
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